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A B S T R A C T

We report here a new bio-image sensor for simultaneous detection of spatial and temporal distribution of multi-
neurotransmitters. It consists of multiple enzyme-immobilized membranes on a 128 × 128 pixel array with read-
out circuit. Apyrase and acetylcholinesterase (AChE), as selective elements, are used to recognize adenosine
5′-triphosphate (ATP) and acetylcholine (ACh), respectively. To enhance the spatial resolution, hydrogen ion
(H+) diffusion barrier layers are deposited on top of the bio-image sensor and demonstrated their prevention
capability. The results are used to design the space among enzyme-immobilized pixels and the null H+ sensor to
minimize the undesired signal overlap by H+ diffusion. Using this bio-image sensor, we can obtain H+ diffusion-
independent imaging of concentration gradients of ATP and ACh in real-time. The sensing characteristics, such
as sensitivity and detection of limit, are determined experimentally. With the proposed bio-image sensor the
possibility exists for customizable monitoring of the activities of various neurochemicals by using different kinds
of proton-consuming or generating enzymes.

1. Introduction

Chemical neurotransmissions, with which the signaling molecules
are called neurotransmitters, are fundamental processes for commu-
nication in the nervous system. Recent works have revealed that a
single neuron is capable of releasing two or more neurotransmitters
[1–3]. The various combinations of co-release neurotransmitters enable
neurons to transmit diverse signaling. However, their exact numbers
are unknown, and the physiological role has remained poorly under-
stood. Therefore, a spatial and temporal detection of concentration
changing by specific molecules in the nervous system can provide clues
to neural signaling pathways. In order to acquire this multiplexing in-
formation simultaneously, new methods providing the necessary spa-
tiotemporal resolution, particularly being of small enough resolution,
are needed.

Both adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP) and acetylcholine (ACh) are
well-known neurotransmitters that have been identified [4–6]. ATP
functions as a cellular energy currency for almost all cellular metabo-
lisms, and as a major cotransmitter together with several other neuro-
transmitters in the nervous system as well as in glia cells. ACh, the first
known neurotransmitter, also acts as a transmitter in the cholinergic
system. Corelease involved ATP and ACh from a mammalian motor
nerve has been demonstrated, for the first time, using electro-
physiological techniques combined with the firefly luciferase assay [7].

While the related functional roles of ATP and ACh have been widely
recognized [8], their signaling is still recorded by simple tools, such as a
glass microelectrode filled with 2 M KCl, a patch clamp using bor-
osilicate glass and a biosensor consisting of a series of enzyme-based
microelectrodes [9–11]. More elaborate tools to analyze simultaneous
multifunction of the coreleased ATP and ACh have been expected to
provide further insight into their signaling pathway in the nervous
system and in other tissues.

Electrochemical techniques for long time recording the spatial
concentration gradient of multiple metabolites include scanning elec-
trochemical microscopy (SECM) [12,13], fast-scan cyclic voltammetry
(FSCV) [14–17] and integrated-circuit (IC) based microelectrode array
(MEA) [18,19]. SECM has been derived from a scanning probe micro-
scopy (SPM) technique using tip electrodes as scanning probes. This
method is effective for investigating the spatial distribution and for
quantitatively analyzing various materials near the region of steady-
state diffusion. But the temporal resolution is limited by the time of one
complete scanning pass of all lines in the measuring area. FSCV-based
detection, where a triangular wave is applied to electrodes to measure
unique cyclic voltammograms, have allowed high selectivity by re-
petitive redox reaction on the electrode surface at high scan (up to
100 V/s). However, it generates a large background current [20].

Various MEA systems fabricated using a complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) technology have been proposed to record
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neuronal activities over multiple temporal and spatial scales at sub-
cellular resolution [21]. However, almost all high-density (HD) MEAs
have been focused to capture the neuronal phenomena from the elec-
trophysiological activity of neurons [22–25]. Few MEAs for simulta-
neous detection of different biochemical elements have been demon-
strated with low spatial resolution, due to the difficulty of optimizing
the potentials applied to each electrode. Miniaturized array size and
electrode spacing have been required to capture the activities of co-
released neurotransmitters and cell metabolisms on a subcellular level
[26].

Previously we have reported ATP and hydrogen ion (H+) image
sensor based on a 128ⅹ128 pixel array within an area of 4.774 mm2

[27]. The frame rate for continuously recording two-dimensional (2D)
images at the entire electrode is 30 frames per second by employing a
charge-coupled device (CCD) technique. In order to provide multi-de-
tection ability with high selectivity toward ATP and H+, apyrase cou-
pled with a cross-linkable polymer have been immobilized on the array
in the size of 250 µmⅹ250 µm relatively larger than a sensing area of a
single pixel. Sensing the changed H+ concentration is necessary to keep
pH homeostasis in physiological alteration during monitoring and to
distinguish the produced proton after the enzymatic reaction from the
diffused protons at nearby pixels [28,29]. In this study, we propose a
new bio-image sensor capable of simultaneous detection and real-time
imaging of the variation in the concentration of two kinds of neuro-
transmitters and H+ for the first time. Furthermore, this bio-image
sensor contains a smaller enzyme-immobilized membrane to enhance
spatial resolution and the barrier layers preventing the proton diffusion
after enzymatic reaction. Here, the properties of the proposed sensor
are confirmed through droplets of various concentrations of ATP, ACh
and H+ being injected into an electrolyte solution prepared on top of
the sensor to monitor their changing distribution. To detect other
combinations of neurotransmitters, the other enzymes producing or
consuming H+ after an enzymatic reaction can be applied.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Detection of ATP, ACh, and H+

The bio-image sensor consists of a 128ⅹ128 pixel array with a read-
out circuit and selective enzyme membranes. The H+ concentration
sensing principle of a pixel is similar to a conventional ion sensitive
field-effect transistor (ISFET). In our case, a typical supporting layer
structure of a sensing area is displaced by Si3N4/SiO2/p-type silicon
substrate, namely an electrolyte/insulator/semiconductor (EIS) capa-
citive sensor. EIS system measures the potential difference (∅c) be-
tween the electrolyte and Si3N4 layer as an ion sensitive membrane.
Under electrochemical equilibrium, the potential is given by the Nernst
equation [30]:

∅ = + +V RT
nF

αln ,c REF H (1)

Here VREF is the reference electrode voltage, R the gas constant, T the
absolute temperature, n the number of moles of electrons transferred in
the reaction and F the Faraday constant. Because +αH is the H+ con-
centration, it can be calculated by the measured ∅c at constant VREF and
constantT . Even though the theoretical ∅c of the ISFET using Si3N4 film
should be 58 mV/pH at 20 °C [31], the potential of the pH sensor array
used in this study has shown about 35.8 mV/pH due to its read-out
circuit and charge transfer amplification [32]. Fig. 1 shows the cross-
sectional view of a single pixel and its potential well corresponding to
low and high H+ concentration. The potential difference ∆∅s under the
sensing area is directly correlated with the variation of H+ concentra-
tion in the electrolyte. Therefore, an enzymatic reaction generating H+

as by-products can be detected. Apyrase and acetylcholinesterase
(AChE) selectively catalyze the breakdown of ATP and ACh respectively
into the smaller molecule and acids, on the following reactions [33,34]:

+ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ + +
− +ATP H O 2AMP 2HPO 2H2

Apyrase
4
2 (2)

+ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ + + +ACh H O Colin Acetate ion H2
AChE

(3)

Consequently, the proposed bio-image sensor represents indirectly
the ATP or ACh concentration as the ∆∅s by detecting the production
amount of H+ caused by the oxidation. The data processing of the ∆∅s
from all pixels are carried out automatically with a measuring program
of a PC and read out into the output voltage and 2D image.

2.2. Preparing enzyme membranes and H+ diffusion-barrier layers

2.2.1. Enzyme membranes
The preparation of a bio-image sensor with enzyme membranes is

based on our previous work [27]. The first step of the procedure for
immobilizing enzymes on the top of the array chip is the spin coating of
50 μl of a mixture of AChE (10 U/μl) and a light sensitive material,
called cross-linking polymer. After drying at room temperature (ap-
proximately 10 min), a photolithography method (USH-500BY1; Ushio
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) is used to transfer patterns from a photomask to the
deposited mixture layer. Here, the enzyme-immobilized pattern accu-
rately corresponds to the figure of the sensing area of the single pixel.
Excepting the exposed region where apyrase is entrapped in their cross-
linked polymer matrices, the mixture of the other regions is removed by
distilled water. Then, these three processes are repeated one more time
to immobilize apyrase (1.6 U/μl).

2.2.2. H+ diffusion-barrier layer
Porous layers made from the cross-linking polymer are placed on

the enzyme-immobilized image sensor. They are done to act as a barrier
to delay the immigration of the generated H+ from the enzyme mem-
brane into the electrolyte solution. Cross-linking polymer is attractive
due to the biological stability and porous chemical structure binding
[35]. The layer is deposited on the whole sensing area of the bio-image
sensor almost in the same way as the enzyme membrane. Only the
photomask is excepted in the process. A cycle for depositing 0.3-μm-
thick layer can be repeated to regulate the thickness. AChE (EC 3.1.1.7)
and apyrase (EC 3.6.1.5) in powder purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co.
(St. Louis, MO, USA) are used. Before mixing with BIOSIRFINE®-AWP as
a cross-linking polymer purchased from Toyo Cosei Co. (Tokyo, Japan),
they are prepared using Millipore water.

2.2.3. Solutions and methods
The electrolyte is a standard buffer solution contained 135 mM

NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM D-glucose, 1 mM
HEPES-NaOH (pH7.4) and Millipore water. The buffer solution resists a
variation in pH and could adjust the osmolality between solution and a
cell. The sensing area of the bio-image sensor is covered with 90 μl of
the buffer solution. Then, to obtain a homogeneous enzymatic reaction
from the entire area, a 10-μl droplet of a targeted element is thoroughly
mixed into the buffer solution with a pipette. Three kinds of the tar-
geted elements, such as ATP, ACh, and a mixture of ATP and ACh, are
prepared at high concentration (0.1–25 mM). The final concentrations
of the 10-fold dilution are 0.01, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 2.5 mM. ATP
disodium salt n-hydrate and acetylcholine chloride, purchased from
Wako Pure Chemicals (Osaka, Japan) and Sigma-Aldrich Co., are solved
in the water to make ATP, ACh and the mixture of ATP and ACh. KCl
saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode supplied by EC FRONTIER CO.,
Ltd. is used.

3. Results and discussion

The main point of this study is the immobilization of apyrase and
AChE on the H+ sensitive pixel sensor array for simultaneously mon-
itoring the activities of ATP and ACh. According to the type of an en-
trapped enzyme, ATP and ACh are selectively catalyzed to degrade their
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by-products and protons. The majority of the generated H+ is detected
electrochemically at the pixels where the enzymatic reaction occurs. In
addition, null sensors that have lacked enzymes are monitoring the
diffused H+ through electrolyte or the potential variation of non-spe-
cific electrochemical signals during the experiment.

3.1. Diffusion characteristics of H+ and neurotransmitters

The diffusion of the generated H+ after the enzymatic reaction in a
solution is a very fast (7.62 × 10−5 cm2/s at room temperature) [36]
and unavoidable phenomena in a biological experiment. In order to
minimize a signal overlap due to the detection of the diffused H+ at
undesired pixels, we have investigated the phenomena and suggest a

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the surface potential at an initial state: (a) low hydrogen ion concentration and (b) high hydrogen ion concentration after enzymatic reaction.

Fig. 2. H+ diffusion barrier layers. (a) Illustration of the diffusion
pathways of the generated H+ after enzymatic reaction. It im-
migrates from pixel ① to pixel ② through electrolyte only or
electrolyte/porous barrier layers. (b) Optical image of an enzyme-
immobilized pixel ① and pH sensing pixel ②, ③, and ④, as null
sensors, which are 18.1, 74.6, and 92.7 µm away from the pixel ①,
respectively. (c) Diffusion characteristics of the produced and
diffused protons according to various barrier layer thicknesses: 0,
0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0 µm. The output voltage represents the
response value measured before/after enzymatic reaction be-
tween apyrase immobilized at pixel ① and 1 mM ATP (top), or
between AChE immobilized at pixel ① and 1 mM ACh (down). It
averaged nine groups of the pixel ①, ②, ③, and ④.
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barrier layer depositing on the bio-image sensor.
Fig. 2(a) shows the diffusion pathway interrupted by the porous

barrier layers which are used to decrease the immigration of the pro-
duced H+ after enzymatic reaction. To demonstrate the H+ diffusion
preventing capabilities of the proposed barrier layer, apyrase or AChE
are immobilized only at pixel ① and the surrounding pixels ②, ③, and ④

are used as null sensors to monitor the diffused H+. Enzyme-im-
mobilized pixels like the pixel ① type are fixed at nine points on an
array and placed as far apart as possible from each other to escape the
diffusion effect. As shown in Fig. 2(b), pixel ②, ③, and ④ are 18.1, 74.6,
and 92.7 µm away from pixel ①, respectively. Diffusion characteristics
of the produced and diffused protons after enzymatic reaction are ob-
served according to various barrier layer thicknesses of 0, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8,
2.4, and 3.0 µm. Their response value is provided as the output voltage
difference (ΔVOut) between the measured value at 0 s and 170 s after
dropping the targeted solution into the electrolyte. In Fig. 2(c), both
apyrase-mediated degradation of 1 mM ATP and AChE-mediated de-
gradation of 1 mM ACh shows as the highest signal at the pixel ①. The
magnitude of ΔVOut measured at the pixel ②, ③, and ④ are dramatically
decreased depending on the distance, because the pixels are detecting
the H+ propagated spherically out from the pixel ①. Furthermore, the
decreased ΔVOut according to the layer thickness indicates the con-
sumption of the diffused H+ from AChE-mediated degradation of 1 mM
ACh. In case of the apyrase-mediated degradation of 1 mM ATP, the
small output voltage signal makes difficult to distinguish the original
signal and the decreased signal by the barrier layer. The diffused H+

into the layer seems to be chemically bonded with unsatisfied chains of
the crosslinking polymer or to be trapped by the porous structure. Be-
cause the H+ detection at the pixel ④ with the barrier layers is nearly
not obtained, we design so that the enzyme-immobilized pixels are
placed at intervals of over 92.7 µm to minimize signal overlap. To op-
timize the thickness of the barrier layer, we have to consider a thicker
layer can obstruct the inflow of ATP and ACh, as shown in Fig. 3. The
saturation speed that indicates the immigration speed of 1 mM ACh
from electrolyte to the sensing area surface at the pixel ① is reduced
from 36.1 mV/s to 0.1 mV/s, when the barrier layer thickness is
changed from 0 µm to 3.0 µm. On the other hand, the saturated value of
ΔVOut seems to be independent of the layer thickness. We are con-
sidering that most of the unsatisfied chains such as dangling bonds
exists on the surface of the barrier layer, and they catch the diffused H+

as much as the reduced voltage value due to the existence of a barrier
layer. Therefore, the thin barrier layer of 0.6 μm has been determined
to deposit on the bio-image sensor. When 0.6 µm-thick layer exists on

the pixel ①, the saturation speed is 9.8 mV/s with R2 = 0.9165.

3.2. Bio-image sensor design

The fabricated bio-image sensor before depositing the 0.6 μm-thick
barrier layer is shown in Fig. 4. Apyrase-immobilized pixel is located
92.7 µm to ACh-immobilized pixel. A pair of the two kinds of enzyme-
immobilized pixels and surrounding null pixels has a space of 280.3 ×
223.8 µm2, thus it is provided as a spatial resolution to distinguish
multi-neurotransmitters. 256 pairs are placed to map the activities of
ATP, ACh, and H+ concentration change.

3.3. Imaging of ATP and ACh

Fig. 5 demonstrates the utility of the bio-image sensor to image
spatial and temporal distributions of multi-neurotransmitters. As seen
in the simultaneous images observed after adding droplets of 1 mM
ATP, 1 mM ACh, and 1 mM mixture, the selective detection of ATP and
ACh presents as dots by the corresponding enzyme-immobilized pixels.
The images at the 0, 5, and 100 s time points provide the spreading
movement presented in Fig. 5(a). Here, to examine the effect of the H+

diffusion barrier layer, we compare the response for a 1 mM mixture
solution of ATP and ACh at the horizontally selected pixels from (64,46)
to (105,46) in Fig. 5(b). The peaks at 100 s become much more dis-
tinguishable than when the barrier layer is absent. The signal intensity
of 1 mM ATP, that is approximately 6.2 times smaller than that of 1 mM
ACh, could be due to the buffering ability of HEPES in electrolyte or a
difference of dissociation constants. Finally, we compare the voltage
peaks of the example cross-section extracted from the images of 1 mM
ATP, 1 mM ACh, and 1 mMmixture, as shown in Fig. 5(c). ATP and ACh
are detected only at apyrase and AChE-immobilized pixels, respec-
tively. It means that enzymes are not mixed during the repeated coating
process. Additionally, the overlapping results of the voltage peaks
measured individually for detecting ATP and ACh are exactly matched
up with the peaks generated by the mixture solution. These results
suggest that the detection of multi-neurotransmitters by the proposed
bio-image sensor is nearly H+ diffusion-independent. This hints at that
a bio-image sensor can be customizable depending on the kinds of
proton-consuming or proton-generating enzymes immobilized on pH
image sensor.

3.4. Sensing characteristics

To demonstrate the ATP or ACh sensing capability of our bio-image
sensor, the detection characteristics are evaluated as calibration curves
determined by averaging 100 pixels each depending on the im-
mobilized enzymes, as shown in Fig. 6. Variability of ΔVOut measured at
pixels for a given ATP or ACh concentration increases with increasing
concentration. The obtained sensitivities are 55.6 mV/mM for ACh
detection with R2 = 0.8977 and 10.9 mV/mM for ATP detection with
R2 = 0.9539 in the concentration range up to 0.5 mM. The detection of
limits (LODs), calculated from the results by the definition of IUPAC
[37], are 0.43 mM ATP at apyrase-immobilized pixel and 0.07 mM ACh

Fig. 3. Saturation speeds according to H+ barrier layer thickness, when ACh of 1 mM
concentration reacts with AChE immobilized at pixel ①.

Fig. 4. Optical image of the proposed bio-image sensor with AChE and apyrase im-
mobilized pixels circled. A barrier layer has not deposited yet. The other pixels without
enzyme membrane act as pH sensing pixels.
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at AChE-immobilized pixel, offering enough performance for analyzing
their roles in the human cortical or blood [38,39]. A better LOD for sub-
µM resolution to analyze the synaptic transmission of neurotransmitters
will be pursued in future study. When the bio-image sensor stored at −
4 °C and had been measured 0.5 mM mixture for 10 days to evidence
the measurement repeatability, it shows very small output voltage drift
of − 0.02 mV/hour at AChE or apyrase-immobilized pixels. It seems to
be related the function decline of enzymes.

4. Conclusions

This works shown that a bio-image sensor can simultaneously image
the spatial and temporal distribution of multi-neurotransmitters. The
porous barrier layers, deposited on top of a H+ sensitive pixel array
with a read-out circuit, provided the enhanced spatial resolution by
minimizing signal overlap by H+ diffusion after enzymatic reaction, as
well as most suitable spacing among the enzyme-immobilized pixels

and the null pH sensor. Multi-detection ability of the proposed bio-
image sensor was demonstrated to obtain simultaneous imaging of the
concentration gradients of ATP and ACh in real-time. The sensitivity
and detection of limits of ATP and ACh are verified at the corresponding
enzyme-immobilized pixels respectively. In order to monitor other
combinations of neurotransmitters, we simply need to change the kinds
of proton-consuming or-generating enzymes immobilized on a pH
image sensor array.
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